
153Vocabulary List

Glossary

Action verb  a word that tells what the subject is doing
Adjective  a word that describes or gives more information about a noun or    
   pronoun
Admiring  looking at someone or something with respect
Adverb  a word that describes gives more information about a verb
Announcement	 something	that	someone	says	officially
Article   there are three articles, a, an, the.
Biography  the story of someone’s life
Characters  the actors in the story
Complication  problems that the characters face.
Complimenting praising
Congratulating giving good wishes on a special occasion or for having done something
Conjunction  a joining word
Contraction  a shortened form of a word where a letter or letters have  been left out
Conversation  talk by two people or more
Descriptive  a piece of text that is used to describe people, things, or places
Dialogue  conversation between two people
Direct speech  the exact words that are spoken
Essay   piece of writing on a particular subject
Evaluation  act of assessing progress
Geyser    a hot spring that shoots water into the air
Giving instruction asking someone to do something
Glacier  a large body of ice that moves slowly over land
Greenhouse  a glass building used for growing plants
Hometown  town where you live
Idiom    a saying which often has a different meaning to what it says
Irregular verb  verb having irregular ending form
Monologue  speech by one person
Narrative  a kind of story that has problems and solutions
Note   a short piece of writing
Noun   a word for an animal, person, place or thing
Outdoor activity activity done in the open air
Paragraph  a group of sentences that deal with a particular idea
Performance  acting out
Phrase   a group of words without a verb, ussually introduced with a    
   preposition
Postcard  a card for sending message by post with/without an enevelope; often   
   with a picture or photograph on one side
Preposition  a word that often begins a phrase and links a noun or pronoun to    
   another word in a sentence
Project   work planned by students on their own
Recount  a piece of text that is used to retell events for the purpose of informing   
   or entertaining
Reflection	 	 thought, on thinking more
Regular verb  verb having regular ending form
Requesting  asking for something politely
Resolution   action that the characteres take to solve the problem
Season’s greeting greeting that can be sent at any time
Situation  context
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Subtropical   referring to cold countries  
Summary  short description of what has been said, explained, or written  
Tense    the time when an action happened, e.g. present, past, future
Text structure  rhetorical pattern of a text; how a text is organized
Thinking verb a word that tells what you are thinkinh
Time signal   a word used to show the order events hapened
Tourism object place for tourists
Verb   a doing, being, thinking or having word
Wild animal  animal that lives naturally or that is not tame




